the Mivoisin Estate
Mivoisin is famous for its shooting and provides an amazing setting within an
area renowned for its natural beauty and history.
Located in Gatinais, border by the Sologne and the Puisaye and close to the Loire
Valley and only 1 hour’s drive from Paris, the Mivoisin Estate extends to almost
4,000 hectares of farmland, lakes and woodland.
Thanks to the vision of the great industrialist Marcel Boussac, who created the
Shoot over 70 years, the reputation of the Mivoisin Shoot has grown in excellence.
This long tradition continues to this day with classic pheasant and partridge
shooting, enjoyed by shooting parties, who return year after year to appreciate its
quality in its beautiful natural setting.

SHOOTIN G AN D THE C O U NT R Y SI D E
Mivoisin has a long tradition in conserving the countryside, thus offering a haven
for wildlife and using sustainable methods to create an ideal shooting environment.
The exceptionally large size of the Mivoisin Estate allows it to maintain a policy
of preserving the natural environment combined with traditional rearing methods
creating a habitat in which wild birds thrive.
At Mivoisin, the game birds are released in the summer months in large pens of
several hectares, which gives them protection, but also allows them to integrate
into their natural environment.
The combination of protection and careful management results in the Shoot being
able to provide plentiful quality game birds on shooting days.

D R IVEN SHOOTS
At Mivoisin, game shooting is an immutable
passion and enjoyed by many enthusiasts.
Dr iven Shoot day s a re orga n ised a long
traditional lines for parties of 8 – 12 guns with
up to 40 Beaters and a team of pickers-up in
addition to the Mivoisin Gamekeepers.
The cha l lenge of shooting high birds in
abundance and meticulous preparation and
attention to detail that goes into the planning
of each day’s shooting by the Gamekeepers is
the reason why so many of our shooting parties
keep returning year after year.
A day’s shooting at Mivoisin includes five or
six drives with the birds being driven over the
line of guns positioned in the idyllic countryside,
presenting the challenge of high birds in the
varied countryside.

T R A D ITIONA L SHOOTS
Mivoisin also welcomes guns for “walked-up” Shooting days,
offering a more relaxed and traditional style of shooting.
For groups of up to 20 guns, who are looking to shoot a smaller
number of birds in a more informal style, which allows guns
to either stand in line or work their gun dogs.

STA L K IN G AN D W I L D B OA R
The Mivoisin Estate is home to large numbers of wild boar and deer that inhabit
its woodlands and uncultivated areas.
The shooting of wild boar is strictly monitored to balance agriculture with
conservation, and their numbers are controlled by organised shooting parties
selected for their reliability and high standards. The Shooting parties also control
the number of roe deer on the Estate.
Most of roe deer shooting takes place between the 1st of June and 31st of July
during the summer shooting season for roe bucks. Stalking is accompanied by
Gamekeepers and some exceptional trophies are shot each year, as well as more
usual heads and the value of which are based on National Forestry rates.

In the heart of the Estate is “Le Grand Manoir”, a beautifully restored traditional
building, now the Shoot Lodge.
The restoration of the Lodge has retained the character of the building, ref lecting
the local architecture and restored with traditional materials, maintaining the
proportions and surroundings which combine to provide the atmosphere and
comfort admired by so many shooting parties.
At “Le Grand Manoir”, the shooting parties stay the night before their day’s
shooting and appreciate the comfort and luxury of the bedrooms and the exclusive
dining and sitting areas as well as enjoy the excellent cuisine.
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